The wavelength and rate of the 5p − 5s transition of W XIV -W XVI ions have been calculated by the relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) method with the implementation of Flexible Atomic code (FAC). A reasonable collisional-radiative model (CRM) has been constructed to simulate the 5p − 5s transition spectrum of W XIV -W XVI ions which had been observed in electron beam ion trap (EBIT) device. The results are in reasonable agreement with the available experimental and theoretical data, and might be applied to identify the controversial spectra. The confusion on the assignment of the ionization stage are solved in the present work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tungsten is selected as the divertor and plasma-facing material for magnetic confinement fusion devices, such as ITER and EAST, due to its high melting point and high sputtering energy threshold, low sputtering rate and low deuterium/tritium retention rate [1, 2] . However, due to the interaction between the edge plasma and the wall material, tungsten might be ionized and transported to the high temperature core plasma region and be ionized further. Therefore, tungsten ion may exist as the intrinsic impurities both in the plasma core and edge region. Large radiation power loss caused by highly charged tungsten ions will lead to the degradation of the plasma performance or even plasma disruption if the relative concentration of tungsten ions in the core plasma is higher than 10 −5 [3] . Quantitative diagnostics of tungsten influx and concentration are very important to understand tungsten transport in fusion plasma. Furthermore the control of tungsten impurity is one of the key issues of the steady-state operation of future fusion reactor. On the other hand, a tiny amount of tungsten ion is beneficial to diagnose the plasma parameters such as temperature and density of fusion plasma. Therefore, the knowledge of the atomic structure, properties, kinetic process and emission spectra of various tungsten ions are required and are expected to have great significance for the diagnosis of fusion plasma.
The highly ionized tungsten ion have relative simple structure, and had been widely studied [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For the tungsten ions with lower degree of ionization, many studies on its spectral line can also be found [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, * dingxb@nwnu.edu.cn the data of tungsten ion with moderate ionization degree is still relatively lacking, especially for the data of W VIII -W XXVIII ions [25, 26] . These tungsten ions involves several open 4f shell, which makes the spectrum not well isolated and become complex to explain. Meanwhile, the theoretical calculation on the atomic structure and spectrum are complicated due to the influence of the 4f wave function collapse. In addition, relativistic effects and electron-correlation effects in these ions have important influence on their structure and transition properties, especially on their ground and low-lying excited state [27] [28] [29] .
Electron beam ion trap (EBIT) is now being widely used to observe the spectrum of the tungsten ions [19, 22, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . By observing the dependence of the spectrum intensity on the incident electron beam energy, the spectrum could be assigned to the appropriate ions. Therefore, it provides a plenty of knowledge on the transitions and atomic properties of tungsten ions. The identification on the ionization degree, from these two independent works are different by one ionization state. To clarify the confusion on the identification, the spectrum of the 5p − 5s of W 13+ -W 15+ ions was calculated by collisional-radiative model in this paper.
II. THEORETICAL METHOD
Collisional-radiative model (CRM) has been widely used to simulate and explain the observed plasma spectrum [19, 22, 30-32, 36, 38-45] . The spectral intensity I p,q (λ) of a transition with wavelength λ from the upper excited level p to the lower level q can be expressed by the equation:
where, A(p, q) is the radiative transition rate or Einstein coefficient of the transition from p to q, which can be obtained accurately by experimental observation or theoretical calculation. The function φ(λ) is the normalized line profile, which was taken as Gaussian profile to include the Doppler, natural, collisional and instrumental broadening effects in the present work. n(p) is the population of the upper excited level p, which was determined by the atomic processes in the plasma and can be obtained by solving the rate equation. To construct the rate equation, the most important atomic processes in the plasma, such as spontaneous radiation transitions, collision and de-excitation, impact ionization, radiation recombination, and three-body recombination etc. should be taken into account.
In the EBIT, the electron beam energy is assumed to be mono-energetic distribution. The ionization degree of the ions generated in the ion trap is relatively simple [46] . The low-density plasma in the EBIT can be regarded as optically thin and isotropic, and its ionization and recombination process are much slower than the collisional and radiative processes. To simulate the specific ions, the impact ionization, radiation recombination, three-body recombination and charge exchange processes are ignored in the present work. The following rate equation can be used to describe the population of the excited upper levels p: 
where, n e is the electron density of the plasma, C(p, q) and F (q, p) are collisional excitation and de-excitation rates coefficient from the level p to q, respectively. These rate coefficients can be obtained by convoluting the cross section of the collision (de)excitation with the free electron energy distribution function, which can be described by the δ function for mono-energetic electron beam of EBIT. The collision excitation cross section can be obtained by the distorted wave approximation, and the collision de-excitation cross section can be obtained according to the principle of the detailed balance. The first and second terms in the righthand side of Eq. (2) refer to the population flux from the other energy levels to the level p, and the third term represents the depopulation flux from 
the level p to the other levels. The rate equation can be solved in the Quasi-Steady State (QSS) approximation d dt n(p) = 0.
For heavy ions such as tungsten (Z=74), relativistic effects and electron-correlation effects have important influence on its structure and transition properties. Therefore, the relativistic configuration interaction method (RCI) was used with the implementation of flexible atomic code(FAC) [47] . The atomic data including the energy levels, radiative transition rates, and cross sections of collisional excitation are calculated. The configurations included in the CRM and the correlation configurations of W 13+ -W 15+ ions are given in Table I .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The transition and spectrum of W 13+ ion
The ground configuration of W 13+ ion is 4f 13 5s 2 , which splits into [(4f 5 5/2 ) 5/2 5s 2 ] 5/2 and [(4f 7 7/2 ) 7/2 5s 2 ] 7/2 doublet levels, while [(4f 7 7/2 ) 7/2 5s 2 ] 7/2 is the ground state. The notations given in here are in relativistic form with the full relativistic orbital omitted. The excitation energy of the first excited state is presented in Table II compared with the existing data from the calculation and experiment. The results calculated using the ion is also in progress, and will be published elsewhere.
The calculated transition wavelength and transition rates of 5d − 5p and 5p − 5s transitions of W 13+ ion are presented in Table III with the values of other theories and experiment. For the transition 5d − 5p, only the transition with large transition rate are provided.
The calculated transition with wavelengths of 17.0 -22.00 nm dominated by 5d − 5p from 4f 12 5s 2 5d to 4f 12 5s 2 5p. These transition have large transition rate, but have not been observed in EBIT experiment [37] . The observed spectrum by EBIT in the wavelengths of 24.00 -25.00 nm corresponds to the calculated 5p − 5s transitions from 4f 13 5s5p to 4f 13 5s 2 . Compared the calculated wavelength with the four experimental lines measured by Y. Kobayashi et al. in EBIT, the present calculation discrepancies are 0.62%, 0.65%, 0.56% and 0.60%; Y. Kobayashi et al. [37] are 1.52%, 1.45%, 1.21% and 0.80% and U.Safronova et al. [49] are 1.07%, 0.81% and 0.77%, 0.84%, respectively. By comparison, it can be found that the current calculation results make better agreement with the experimental values.
The calculated and experimental spectra of W 13+ ion in the range of 17.0 -27.0 nm is shown in Fig. 1 . The upper panel Fig. 1 (a) is the calculated radiative transition rate; the middle panel Fig. 1 (b) is the spectral intensity calculated by the CRM with the electron density n e = 10 10 cm −3 and the incident electron beam energy E e = 280eV ; and the bottom panel Fig. 1 (c) is the experimental spectra measured by Y. Kobayashi et al on the EBIT device with the electron density n e = 10 10 cm −3 and the electron beam energy E e = 280eV [37] . In the figure, each individual transition was assumed to have the Gaussian profile with full width at half maximum (FWHM) 0.03 nm, which correspond to the experimental resolution. The theoretical transition wavelengths are shifted to longer wavelength by 0.15 nm to compare with the experimental spectra. The peaks in wavelengths of 23.00 -23.62 nm are mainly from 4f 12 5s5p 2 to 4f 12 5s 2 5p transition and the wavelengths of 24.00 -25.00 nm are from 4f 13 5s5p to 4f 13 5s 2 transition. As can be seen from figure, the transition near 20.86 -21.17 nm have large rate ( Fig. 1 (a) ), but it has not been observed in the experiment in Fig. 1 (c) . This might caused by the population mechanism of the excited upper levels.
In order to analyze the spectral intensity, the transition rates, population flux and intensity for some selected transitions are given in Table IV . For convenience, the population flux from collisional de-excitation of the higher levels was given by I F in = q>p F (q, p)n e n(q), the population flux from collisional excitation of the lower levels was given by I Cin = p<q C(q, p)n e n(q) and population flux from spontaneous radiation transition of the higher levels was given by I Ain = p<q A(q, p)n(q), respectively.
As can be seen from Table IV , the collisional deexcitation flux I Fin are generally smaller than the other two processes by 11 orders of magnitude so that can be ignored. The population is mainly from the collisional excitation and the spontaneous radiative transition. For the excited 5d upper level, its population mainly comes from the collisional excitation of the lower level. And the spontaneous radiative transition from the upper level is small, because the population of the higher level is very small or even zero. For the excited 5p levels, its population mainly comes from the collisional excitation of the lower level and the spontaneous radiation transition of the upper level and I Ain can not be ignored. The collisional excitation flux I Cin of the upper level of 5d is smaller than that of 5p. As a result, the population of 5d upper level is smaller than the population of 5p upper level. This is the reason why those lines with large transition rate could not be observed in the EBIT experiment.
We also calculated the spectra at the same electron beam energy as in the experiment of W. Li et al. [36] and found that the relative intensity of the spectrum of W 13+ is insensitive to the electron beam energy. It is found that the present calculated W 13+ spectrum agrees well with the Y. Kobayashi et al. [37] EBIT observation, as well as the observation by W. Li et al. [36] , except the assignment of W. Li et al.'s work is W 12+ instead of W 13+ ion.
B. The transition and spectrum of W 14+ ion
The calculated ground configuration of W 14+ ion is 4f 12 5s 2 . The transition wavelength, transition rate and intensities of 5p − 5s of W 14+ ion are shown in Table V . The transition in wavelength of 22.50 -24.50 nm are 5p− 5s from 4f 12 5s5p to 4f 12 5s 2 and 4f 11 5s5p 2 to 4f 11 5s 2 5p. In these two transitions, the transition rate of the former is larger than that of the latter by about two orders of magnitude. The experimental observations of W. Li and Y. Kobayashi both have 9 peaks with high intensity in the wavelength range of 22.50 -24.50 nm. In fact, there are more than 30 transitions with high transition rate obtained by the present calculation. In the table, only the transition data of the most intense are given. These lines are close in wavelength and they have similar intensities. For example, the peaks with wavelength 23.40 nm and 23.69 nm are both blended. In fact, the observed peaks with the key 4, 6 and 11 have two components mixed together, and the lines with the key 10 and 13 have three components mixed together [36, 37] . The experimental and calculated spectra of W 14+ ion in the range of 20.0 -27.0 nm are shown in Fig. 2 . The upper panel Fig. 2 (a) is the calculated radiative transition rate; the middle panel Fig. 2 (b) , the spectral intensity calculated by the CRM with the electron density n e = 10 10 cm −3 and the electron beam energy E e = 320eV ; the bottom panel Fig. 2 (c) is the experimental spectra measured by Y. Kobayashi et al on the EBIT device with the electron density n e = 10 10 cm −3 and the energy of electron E e = 320eV , and the spectral resolution is 0.03 nm [37] . Each individual transition was assumed to have the Gaussian profile with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.03 nm. The theoretical transition wavelengths are shifted to longer wavelength by 0.10 nm to compare with the experimental spectra. The calculated spectrum of W 14+ ion is agree with the spectrum of W 13+ observed by W. Li et al. [36] . The observed intensities of the spectra from W. Li et al. and Y. Kobayashi et al. are different [36, 37] . For example, the lines with the key 6 and 11 are strong in W. Li et al.'s work [36] , but weak in Y. Kobayashi et al.'s [37] . The line 13 are weak in W. Li et al.'s work [36] , but strong in Y. Kobayashi et al.'s [37] . The calculated spectrum make general good agreement with both experiments, only a few difference was found in the spectral intensity. For example, the lines with the key 5, 8 and 9 are strong in both experiments, but they are relatively weak in the present calculation. The lines with the key 1, 2, 3, 13 and 14 are strong in the present calculation, but they are weak in the experiment [36, 37] . The lines with the key 7 and 10 are strong in the calculated spectrum, but not observed in the experimental spectrum. These difference need to be studied by further work both experimentally and theoretically.
C. The transition and spectrum of W 15+ ion
The calculated ground configuration of W 15+ ion is 4f 11 5s 2 . The transition wavelength, transition rate and spectra intensity of the W 15+ ion are shown in Table VI . The transition in wavelength at 21.48 -22.54 nm is dominated by 5p − 5s transition from 4f 11 5s5p to 4f 11 5s 2 .
Similar to the spectrum of W 14+ , there are 6 lines with stronger intensity in the experimental spectrum of W 15+ , and there are also more than a dozen of calculated lines with high transition rates. Only the transition data for transitions with high spectra intensity are given in the table. The blended transitions are found in the present calculation. For example, the line with the wavelength 22.70 nm is blended by three components. And the lines with the key 2 and 5 have two components mixed together.
The synthetic spectrum of W 15+ ion is shown in Fig. 3 . The upper panel Fig. 3 (a) is the calculated radiative transition rate and the bottom panel Fig. 3 (b) is the spectral intensity calculated by the CRM with the electron density n e = 10 10 cm −3 and the electron beam energy E e = 350eV . Each individual transition was assumed to have the Gaussian profile with full width at half maximum (FWHM) 0.03 nm. The calculated spectrum of W 15+ ion is similar to the spectrum of W 14+ ion observed by W. Li et al. with EBIT[36] . To compare with the experimental spectra of W. Li et al. [36] , the theoretical transition wavelengths are shifted to longer wavelength by 0.20 nm. However, it should be verified by the future experiment.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the 5p−5s transition spectra of W XIV -W XVI ions have been calculated by the relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) method and collisional radiative model. The present theoretical results are in good agreement with the experimental results. The identification of the ionization degree from W. Li et al. seems lower by one than the present calculation and Y. Kobayashi's observation. The spectrum of W XVI has been predicted in the present work and will be observed in the future experiment. VI. The transition wavelength λ (in nm), transition rate A (p,q) (in 10 10 s −1 ) and intensity Int (in cm −3 s −1 ) from 4f 11 5s5p to 4f 11 5s 2 transitions in W 15+ ion. The column 'Key' correspond to the label in Fig. 3 . 
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